Website News and Activities - Meher
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News of Key Events and Activities of Meher Roshani Foundation

Right from its inception in September 2013, Meher Roshani Foundation has been involved, in over a
range of opportunities, where you can step in, to be a part of. None feel despair, and ask the self,
"What can I possibly do?" We all may not be able to do everything, but each one of us can surely do
something. And that is the endeavor of our Foundation and its S3 Initiatives (Social Service for the
Soul). To help people tap into their own potential and serve through their very own ISR (Individual
Social Responsibility). For every Corporate to endeavor to expand their CSR to ISR. To live a life of
exemplary example of love, truth, kindness, inclusion, unity, pluralism and oneness.
We have our monthly donation activities of food, stationary and other items, to affiliate NGO and
Destitute schools, orphanages, Bastis (hutments), and to need based individuals, for education
school fees sponsorships, medical sponsorship, general donations, etc. We also have our yearly,
Children’s Party, Diwali Party, Christmas and New Year Party, Women’s Day and many other such
yearly celebrations. We encourage our Clients, Students and Patrons to celebrate their life events
like kids birthdays, their own Birthdays, Anniversaries etc., and involve their kids and families to be
a part of it with the lesser fortunate for bringing smiles to our under-privileged siblings. For each
soul it is a blessed opportunity to be a Giver and we Thank the Receivers who grace us with these
blessed moments.

Our activities also involve from time to time being a part of larger causes and donation drives for
natural calamities. We have been a small humble part in such endeavours for the Nepal Earthquake,
Chennai Floods, Earth Saviours Foundation Fire massacre and others.

DECEMBER 2013
Our first Annual Christmas and New Year Party of MRF for the Sneh Sadan kids took place at
the Campus of our dear Patron and affiliate “The Whistling Woods International” in Mumbai.
Thank You to WWI, Meghna Ghai Pui, my Angelic Siblings Nita Ahuja Varma, her two baby
Angels who joined in and Om Sunny Bhambani!

Year 2014 – Throughout the Year we had monthly distribution of grains, stationary, food
items, clothes, blankets and other necessities distributed to The St. Catherine’s and other
institutions, hutment establishments and need based human siblings. We thank our Patrons
Shahnaz F. Jehani, Rohintan and Delnaz Bharucha, and others who continuously contribute
to our efforts.

NOVEMBER 2014
Thanks to the continued support from many of our Patrons, Meher Roshani Foundation,
humbly contributed towards this lovely Meherful Diwali Party for about 150 less fortunate
children from slums and destitute schools, to join hands with another NGO, who's also doing
some great work towards the cause of spreading more Joy in this World. Many other NGOs
too joined in the efforts for this Party.

Note from the other NGO:
"Dear Friends, We are extremely thankful to Meher Roshani Foundation and all our
associates and NGOs in making the Diwali event for the underprivileged children possible.
We take this opportunity to especially thank our main sponsors for the event without which
this would not have been possible and also other supporters have been generous enough to
chip in to make the event extremely memorable for the children. The event started with
round of snacks and water. Then the children were divided in two groups for the
entertainment program as there were cultural events, so that it will be easier for the hosts to
identify the winners of the competitions and give them the goodies as prizes. There were
loads of music, dance, poems, jokes and stories which were narrated and shared by the
children. After all the dances and other programs, children were directed to the dining
tables for the wonderful dinner. Post the dinner children were given gifts which included
bag, bedsheets, towel, books, candles, toothpaste, hair oil, soap, packets of sparkles and
flowers were distributed."

DECEMBER 2014/JANUARY 2015
We had our Annual Christmas and New Year Party at the Campus of our dear Patron and
affiliate “The Whistling Woods International” in Mumbai. We had lots of games, gifts, food,
and an animation Film. We thank all at WWI and our Sparkling Angels, Binoxy Parakh,
Ferozie Wadia, Rashmi Ucchil, Pallavi Chaudhary, Anita Madhale, Anita and Sangita Chawla
and others for their time, support and donations.

FEBRUARY 2015

On 25th February our Managing Worker, had a day spend at the Jijamata Basti (Hutments) in
Mumbai and it’s Schools. The loving children were served food items and Roshani Shenazz
had them play some games along with poetry recitation and talks on sharing, caring,
communal harmony, unity, knowing their own uniqueness and the brotherhood of Oneness.

MARCH 2015
We had several food and daily provisions drive, on Women’s Day and monthly donation
items like grocery, stationary, and others that are distributed to the need based.

APRIL 2015
1. Celebrate Your Life events with the lesser fortunate
In April 2015 Meher Roshani Foundation was blessed to do a lovely birthday party for 53
under privileged kids sponsored by our sweet Angel Sakshi, for her 3 year old son Agnay's
birthday. We had lots of fun, dancing, games, yummy cake/snacks and a magic show that
simply thrilled the little Angels. Sakshi's entire family with her husband, mother in law and 2
kids were there with us and totally hands on with all the lovely work. It was such a delight.

The joy of playing and serving God, through these kids was such a high. There was a major
learning from them that happiness is truly within us all. Devoid of their situations these kids
were so highly charged, joyful, and confident, that it would take some time to absorb the
seeming fact that they were from destitute schools or orphanages. It was seeing Meher
Baba’s words come alive - "To be in the world but not of the world."
2. Prayas kids Summer Camp with Meher Roshani
“When God gives the opportunity to be of service to HIM by being of service to HIS different
forms; then HE is actually giving us the blessed opportunity to serve ourselves indirectly.” ©
Roshani/April2015

Had such a blessed day on 27th April 2015, with a day workshop with 60 little Angels
between 8 & 11 to 18 years. All of them were from lesser fortunate backgrounds but were
shining their true selves with their dreams and aspirations. One wanted to be a scientist
another few IPS Officers, Naval Officers to Doctors Fashion Designer to one who took pride in
stating he wants to be a driver. It was amazing to see their fun element at its, best along with
the thirst to learn and unlearn. We look forward to more such wonderful events at Meher
Roshani.

APRIL MAY AND JULY 2015

In May 2015 we had our beautiful Angel Bhavna Rangnani celebrate her Birthday with our
lovely children from the Prayas Home. In April and July 2015 Meher Roshani Foundation was
blessed to do a lovely birthday party by our patrons for the Birthdays of their children. The
party was organized for 60 Children at Mac Donalds, Andheri, Mumbai

AUGUST 2015

We are deeply thankful to our dearest friend and well-wisher, and a great human being,
actor and producer, Mr. Tusshar Kapoor, who in the name of, and with the blessings of the
Goddess Maa Mookambika, donated a loving amount for the various education, food and
medical activities for our under privilege siblings.

NOVEMBER 2015 – Children’s Day and Diwali Party
14th of November is celebrated as Children’s Day in India on the birth Anniversary of Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru. Though the loving Children’s Day Party for our sweet angels of heaven
takes place on this day annually, we believe that for all good things, be it Mother’s Day or
Father’s Day or Women’s Day, life has to be celebrated each day. We instil that in all the
children and all our loving support Angels, our students, clients, of Sparkling Angels
Wholeistic Living and Holistic Healing and our patrons and well-wishers who unfailingly join
us for manifesting all the goodness we want to spread.
We had a great day spend at our loving well-wishers and patrons, the campus of the
premium Film and Media Institute in Mumbai, The Whistling Woods International. 120
joyful, loving and playful kids from our affiliate - Prayas Home, were brought together in
buses at Venue. We had some great games, a dance competition, a magic show, lots of gifts
and prizes, some sumptuous food, and desserts.
We always encourage our students to make food items at their end and bring them for such
events, or personally fetch them so that they have their loving soul involvement in all that is
done. We also have harboured a great philosophy of bringing their children for all such
events, including celebrating their kids Birthday parties with our lesser fortunate siblings.
This helps in infusing a sense of inclusion, pluralism and oneness amidst the children and
parents. The children of our students learn to mix with all of these little Angels and play and
share with them with equal fervour and joy.

The Day ended with a great movie show of this amazingly spirited film called “The Chillar
Party” at the Foundation Hall at the Campus, and with a return gift of a big school bag and
lots of other goodies in it for each of the 120 kids. We also always share return gifts for their
Teachers and Volunteers.
This all could be possible from our soulful friends, students and patrons. So with the
immense love and support from our blessed Samaritan friends our Foundation was able to
bring joy love and laughter to 120 hearts of lesser fortunate siblings of our society along
with their Teachers and Volunteers, through our Yearly combined Party for Children's Day
and Diwali. Our loving friends and students all were involved to give the best for this joyful
celebration. The key ones who made this wonderful celebration possible were:
• Meghna Ghai Puri and the entire team of Whistling Woods for every year giving us our
beautiful Campus and facilities to help us make the kids enjoy in the vastness of our amazing
space along with a film screening.
• My darling friend Shahnaz Jehani for the amazing 9 kgs of Chocolate Cake.
• My dear friend Tusshar Kapoor for his contribution to our Foundation.
• My friends Poonam and Manish Goel, Anupama and Anup Sharma, Delna and Jamshed
Dhamodiwalla, Anupama and Anup Sharma, Kiran Khanna, and Saumya Santosh, for helping
us with the transport and the lovely big school bags and take away snack packs for all the
kids.
• My other friends and Angel students Shazneen, Binoxy, Ferozie, Sakshi, Rashmi, Bhavna,
Pooja and Anita who contributed, volunteered and also raised contribution for the game
prizes and other gifts, making and contributing food and all the fun that the kids had.
• To the friends of Ferozie and her friend's little child who from his Diwali pocket money
contributed a token for these loving kids. A great example of our philosophy of each one can
make a difference.
• My dear Kanchi, Nitin ji, Kiran, Ravi and all other staff of WWI who were there in full
support to help and cheer.
• My house help kids Vishal and Ram and all others who helped and contribute consistently
towards our efforts.
• Lastly a big thank you to Prayas team Amar and his volunteers for bringing together our
most important guests due to whom we can be graced to be the Givers - The loving Children.

Seen here are my lovingly devoted to help at all times Angels Ferozie, Binoxy, Sakshi and
husband Sandeep, Bhavna, Anita, Rashmi and her little son who was the most enthused
player, and helper with the little kids. Thank You God for helping us to do it all and for
helping me to entrust everything at your Lotus Feet. May Baba Bless each one to be a
blessing for one another and all of Humanity and Creation.

DECEMBER 2015
1. 13th December – Cyclothon Participation

Footprints on the sands of time are not made by sitting down. Life is a cycle, riding it is the
only option but your balance shall denote how well you ride it. Each day is a new creation. So
rise and take charge of the unique cycle of your life. ♡ © Roshani/Dec2015 Meher Roshani
Foundation participated in this grand Cyclothon with many kids participating in it and by
gifting a brand new professional cycle to another Slum NGO for it to be used by the kids. It
was an amazing initiative by The Young Environmentalists Trust of Mumbai to support and
nurture the habit of cycling, thereby curbing pollution and moving towards a healthier
surrounding. The entire large scale event was initiated and driven by the dynamic Founder
Elsie Gabriel. It was an amazing feat to watch so many people all out there at 5 am in the
morning to support the cause. It also had a brilliant display of many natural talents like
martial arts, Zumba and many more, acknowledging some great cyclists and record holders.
They also had the tireless 'Dabbawalas' of Mumbai participating who since the last 125 years
have been cycling to deliver food boxes to millions. It was lovely meeting the humble ever
enthusiastic and supportive Mr. Hiranandani. It was great to see him as excitedly taking
pictures while the event interstitial programs were on. It was a very well organized and

executed event. Hats off to Elsie and Team! We ended with distribution of snack packs to our
group of kids and Volunteers and the cyclist kids also got a sumptuous snack box from
Kellogs who was one of the sponsors of the Event. Meher Roshani Foundation received a
Medal and individual certificates to all kid participants. The beautiful fruitful Sunday was
filled with a Baba surprise of meeting my dearest loving Sheetal Meher and friends.Thank
you Elsie for this amazing opportunity and hope to associate with you for more and more
such great causes. Thank you my Angels Binoxy, Ferozie, Sangita, Bhavna, Anita Chawla for
contributing towards the Gift Cycle and all others who consistently contribute and stand by
ready to help at all times.

25th December – Christmas with street siblings
We had a lovely Christmas with some street children and their parents. Shared some snack
packets with them for Christmas. They were all so thrilled.. and after taking pictures the
pink tshirt Angel asks me in Hindi if I will put these pictures on "what app" and "Facebook."
And with that she brought me a bigger smile on my face than I could bring on theirs... Wished
them all Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year full of love and blessings. I thank them and
all who come as the loving receivers for our Foundation to work towards its life mission.

MARCH 2016
1. Women’s Day Celebration
We participated in encouraging women to be a part of Hair donation camp at Jaslok Hospital
to support the initiative of a dear friend and humanitarian Sapna Moti Bhavnani who is the
owner of Mad-o-Wat Salon in Mumbai. This camp was for ladies to donate their Hair which
would be made into wigs for Cancer Patients.

POST ON FB: Good Morning Ladies/Gents!
Do you have an extra foot of hair to spare? Come donate it
for cancer patients at Jaslok Hospital tomorrow on
Tues March 8th between 11 to 1pm. I'll be there
with my team mad o wot !!! much love!

2. We also distributed Sarees and household items to 50 Women and their families living on
the streets in Mumbai. A Women’s Day where we could bring smiles to everyone and not just
Women.

3. Individual Social Endeavours - Unity in Diversity – World Civil Society with (UNAOC, Global
Dialogue Foundation and the Shahani Group) – Launch of the India Chapter

Our Managing Worker, became a member of the prestigious India Chapter and was involved
in the entire working and proceedings of the 3 days event that took place in Mumbai, India.
She also became a member of the Global Dialogue Foundation, based in Australia.

4. Individual Social Endeavours
Our ongoing endeavour to motivate towards a holistic viewpoint of existence, our Managing
Worker strives to share innovative ways and means to live that life and help people to the
same. On one of those list of things she wishes to go by this ingenious way of becoming a tree
after she moves on from Earth rather than any other religious ways. This is what she shared
on the Facebook page of our Foundation on 3rd March 2016.
Roshani Shenazz says; “I would want to sign up and leave behind instructions to move on
from this World and become a Tree. This would be such a great Give Back to Mother Earth.
And for me it would be a Tree in Meherabad at the soil of my Eternal Beloved God Meher
Baba. Blessings to the people who came up with this ingenious idea for us to live beyond
time in its true sense even on Earth. Can we imagine what would it be if we all Will to leave

this Earth behind and become a tree instead of a slab of stone or dust and ashes, and thus
end up contributing even after we leave this Earth?
https://www.facebook.com/DavidAvocadoWolfe/videos/10153329210086512/

APRIL 2016
1. Yearly Summer camp for 120 Kids

The yearly Summer Camp for our Prayas kids was conducted from 27th April to 30th April
2016 at the Samadhan Farm in Nerul, Navi Mumbai. We thank our dear friends and Patrons
Shahanaz F. Jehaani and friends who supported us with lunch, snacks ad monetary
donations towards the expenses.

2. Birthday party of dear Angel Agnay
With our ongoing efforts we encourage each one to step up and move beyond simple charity
by giving their talent ,gifts, time, love and emotions which are timeless gifts that can be
shared with the lesser fortunate siblings of humanity. In this is our “Celebrate your Life
Events” activity where our loving friends, students and clients are motivated to celebrate
their birthdays and important days with these kids. Our loving and ever ready to help Angel
Sakshi Malhotra and her entire family with husband Sandeep and parents and in laws
treated 40 kids to a great afternoon of fun and frolic with a movie, popcorn and McDonald's
to fill their little hearts and tummies.
It was Sakshi and Sandeep's tiny Angel Agnay's 4th Birthday Celebration and they celebrated
it with 40 kids, some friends and family at the Moviestar Bigcinemas, Goregaon - West with a
show of Kung Fu Panda 3 in 3D.Hindi.
Roshani Shenazz says; “It was the first ever time these kids watched a 3D movie and I cannot
express the joy they experienced when I spoke to them the next day. I could not stay for the
entire movie this time, but their joy was priceless. I thank Sakshi, her family and all my other
friends and Sparkling Angels to always support our humble endeavours at MRF.”

DECEMBER 2016 ~ Annual
Happiness Event - Christmas and New Year Party for 175 Kids and distribution in Meherabad
We Thank each and everyone who directly or indirectly contributed to help us manifest the
vision of many more smiles and spreading of love in 2016.There is No Giver; Unless there is a
Receiver. So we firstly thank and bless all the Children, their teachers, volunteers, all the
villagers and everyone else who blesses us with the opportunity to be Universal instruments
of giving and sharing.
We Thank and give immense blessings to

Meghna Puri Kanchi Parikh Pooja and all the loving Staff of Whistling Woods International for
giving us the support to hold our Annual Christmas and New Year Party, at our beautiful
campus every year since its inception. Thank you each one a WWI for providing full support
and the wonderful viewing of a film each year. This year we showed the children the most
favorite The Jungle Book.

Shahnaz F. Jehani Rahul and the wonderful team of Leopold and Leo Boulangerie for standing
by us every event and providing us with amazing eateries, savories and thoroughly heart
and appetite filling food and beverages. The icing on the cake is that it is all filled with
immense love which makes it even more enjoyable.

Rotary Inner Wheel Club of Bombay Seacoast for their kind donation for this year's Annual
Event.

Nita Ahuja Varma her two baby Angels who made the amazing 175 pieces of Heart Chocolates.

Jennifer, Shubhangi Hendre Rashmi Uchil, Prashant our forever helping errands man through
Fi Angel and all other friends, well-wishers and devout supporters, for their contributions of
time, gifts and volunteering towards the event.

Our core team of MRF who is the pillar of all that we do. Without their support and efforts it
would not be possible - Binoxy Parakh Ferozie Wadia Pooja Suniil Behll Anita Anjali Chawla
Sangita Chawla, Anita R Madhale Pallavi Chaudhari Sakshi Malhotra Bhavna Rangnani

Our pillar support Raj Kalchuri and her Team Vanita Padale and others at the Meher Nazar
Cafe, for all MRF activities in Meherabad / Aarangaon Village.

And all others and everything else that supports us in this Universe to carry on what
Divinity Wills.

14th November 2017
Children’s Day Celebration

Meher Roshani Foundation had a joyous day this 14th November 2017, celebrating Children's
Day. About 160 kids from Prayas were taken for a field trip to Nehru Planetarium and the
Aquarium. It was such an incredible experience of learning with fun that the kids had. They ate
their favorite Daal Khichdi and Papad for lunch and had snacks and goodies for the day.

1st Jan 2018
New Year Sharing at @MeherRoshani
Today we had another round of sharing Gifts to our lesser fortunate siblings of humanity.
We went to St. Catherine's Girls Home where we shared 175 Encyclopedias and then shared
notebooks, pens, pencils, chocolates and biscuits along with a Prayer book to the Teacher and
pictures of Beloved Meher Baba to some loving kids at the Lokhandwala Street School.

12th Feb, 2018
Monthly Meherful Activities.
Such immense joy wraps you when you're amidst these little Angels who are enthusiasm, love
and happiness all wrapped in one. So this month's distribution on behalf of our Meher Roshani
Foundation we shared some goodies with 160 kids who day after day come to the street
schools to learn, share and grow. Distributed a few items that were guided with some beautiful
thoughts connected to them.

24th March. 2018
Social Initiative with Rotary Club
It was so inspiring to meet the entire clan of this budding enterprising section of humanity that was
selflessly working for the good of one and all including nurturing their own families and lives. So
grateful to have been there and share their joys as they took us through the village and their
initiatives. We make a living by what we earn; We make a life by what we give. Blessings to all.

25th December 2018
Annual Christmas Celebration

Annual Christmas and New Year Party to bring joy to 200 young angelic hearts and their loving
care giving team.
It is an experience in itself to see the children enjoy the essence of hope and joy. It is always our
endeavour to make their day a memorable one with quality time and gifts as their take home.

27th Dec 2018
We are geared up for our @MeherRoshani Annual Party on 27th Dec 2018 for 180 lesser
privileged kids plus their caregivers through direct items or donations from well-wishers,
friends, family and loved ones. If you wish to donate in any form, please email us at
donate@meherroshanifoundation.org
It's a grander party planned this year at our very own #whistlingwoodsinternational thanks to
all the efforts from my Sparkling Angels who unconditionally volunteer for all our events, the
staff of #WWI and the undying support of my dearest #friend #sister Meghna - the forever
supporterzzxaww of all blessed things.

April 16, 2019
MRF - Vocational SkillBank.
Bag Making Workshop ~ Support #consciouscharity to encourage #equality
#sustainablegrowth longetivity and collective progress. All of us may not be able to do big
things, but each of us can do a small thing in a big way. So do not worry or wait just in the
pretext of doing something big. Take one good step at a time and no sooner you'd have taken
kilometers of a leap in spreading; love, peace, oneness, abundance, joy and happiness.

8th March, 2019
A wonderful day was spent on 8th March, which is a reminder of our true inner power, and
spirit of love, compassion, and determination as a woman. This beautiful day was spent along
with visiting faculty, at #wwi - the gorgeous soul, Liz Barry and two caring students.
We had a soulful time with some vibrant kids at street schools in Mumbai. The kids were gifted
a pack of water colours along with biscuits and chocolates too, distributed through our
@meherroshani Foundation, Liz and the students of #whistlingwoods -

14th April, 2019
MRF - Vocational SkillBank.
Our highly driven bunch of ladies who took the leap overcoming their daily challenges and
came in the morning for our @meherroshani Foundation's vocational training workshop for
Bag Making supported and powered by @whistling_woods School of Fashion thanks to the
unconditional support by Meghna Ghai Puri

21st December, 2019
Joyful Distributions

Dear Friends following our yearly happiness tradition at Meher Roshani Foundation, we are
once again getting together on Saturday 21st December 2019 at our kind Patrons
@whistling_woods International, Goregaon (East), Mumbai, from 10 am to 6 pm for our 7th
Annual Christmas & New Year Party to bring joy to 200 young angelic hearts and their
loving care giving team. These kids are from surrounding slum pockets from Andheri to
Borivali.

6th July 2019
Vocational Skills - Tie & Dye Workshop Glimpses 2
3211
- What an excellent and invigorating day it was at @whistling_woods with these wonderful
souls. When all you do is spread love, joy, smiles, and empowerment there's deep fulfillment
that becomes more prominent. These words by my Eternal Beloved God Meher Baba,
constantly and daily assist me in being available for all that HE wants to do through me "Real Happiness Lies In Making Others Happy." MEHER BABA

To participate or contribute towards our S3 Initiatives (Social Service for the Soul) contact
us on: info@meherroshanifoundation.org

Stay Blessed
Let us Give Back; From what we have Got

